WAUS43 KKCI 240845
WA3S
CHIS WA 240845
AIRMET SIERRA UPDT 1 FOR IFR VALID UNTIL 241500
.
AIRMET IFR...KY TN
FROM 50W HNN TO HNN TO HMV TO 30S VXV TO 60W VXV TO 50ESE IIU TO 50W HNN
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.
.
AIRMET IFR...MN WI LS MI
FROM 30NW YQT TO 70NW SSM TO 30NW SAW TO 50E DLH TO 70ESE INL TO 30NW YQT
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.
.
AIRMET IFR...MN IA WI LM LS MI LH IL IN
FROM 50NW SSM TO SSM TO YVV TO 30SSE DXO TO FWA TO 20SSE JOT TO 40NW IOW TO 40SW MSP TO 50SE DLH TO 30WSW SAW TO 30E SAW TO 50NW SSM
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM PCPN/BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.
....

WAUS43 KKCI 240845
WA3T
CHIT WA 240845
AIRMET TANGO UPDT 1 FOR TURB AND LLWS VALID UNTIL 241500
.
AIRMET TURB...ND SD MN WI
FROM 40SSW ISN TO 30ENE BRD TO 40S RHI TO 40NNW MCW TO 30N PIR TO 70NW RAP TO 40SSW ISN
MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL400. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.
.
AIRMET TURB...WI LM LS MI LH
FROM 60ESE YQT TO YVV TO 30ENE DXO TO MBS TO 50S GRB TO 20WSW RHI TO 90S YQT TO 60ESE YQT
MOD TURB BTN FL300 AND FL450. CONDS CONTG BYD 15Z ENDG 15−18Z.
.
AIRMET TURB...MI LH IL IN KY
FROM 40S ECK TO FWA TO CVG TO 20WSW HNN TO 30E IIU TO 50SSW AXC TO 20W BDF TO 40SE ORD TO 40S ECK
MOD TURB BTN FL320 AND FL450. CONDS CONTG BYD 15Z THRU 21Z.
.
LLWS POTENTIAL...NE KS IA MO LM MI IL IN
BOUNDED BY 20SW FNT−20ENE DXO−FWA−30NNW CVG−60WSW COU−40WSW MCI−PWE−40E OVR−20SW FNT
LLWS EXP. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.
.
OTLK VALID 1500−2100Z...TURB MI LH IL IN KY
BOUNDED BY 20NE DXO−FWA−CVG−HNN−40S HNN−40WSW IIU−40S TTH−40SW BVT−20NE DXO
MOD TURB BTN FL320 AND FL450. CONDS CONTG THRU 21Z.
....

WAUS43 KKCI 240845
WA3Z
CHIZ WA 240845
AIRMET ZULU UPDT 1 FOR ICE AND FRZLVL VALID UNTIL 241500
AIRMET ICE...NE KS IA MO
FROM 30SW OVR TO 50SE OVR TO 20NW MCI TO 20ENE GCK TO 30SSW GLD TO 40WSW MCK TO 30SW OVR
MOD ICE BTN 160 AND FL280. CONDS CONTG BYD 15Z ENDG 15−18Z.

FRZLVL...RANGING FROM 090−175 ACRS AREA
   120 ALG 60NE ISN-50SSW GFK-20W BRD-50SE DLH-30NNW SAW-70NNE SAW
   160 ALG 20N SNY-40NNW SLN-50E MCI-40S PXV-20NNW BNA

WAUS43 KKCI 240845
WA3Z
CHIZ WA 240845
AIRMET ZULU UPDT 1 FOR ICE AND FRZLVL VALID UNTIL 241500

AIRMET ICE...NE KS IA MO
FROM 30SW OVR TO 50SE OVR TO 20NW MCI TO 20ENE GCK TO 30SSW GLD TO 40WSW MCK TO 30SW OVR
MOD ICE BTN 160 AND FL280. CONDS CONTG BYD 15Z ENDG 15−18Z.

FRZLVL...RANGING FROM 090−175 ACRS AREA
   120 ALG 60NE ISN-50SSW GFK-20W BRD-50SE DLH-30NNW SAW-70NNE SAW
   160 ALG 20N SNY-40NNW SLN-50E MCI-40S PXV-20NNW BNA

....